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—“that thy way may be known upon earth, thy saving health among all nations
GAMBIER, OHIO, FRIDAY, JANUARY 17, 1834.VOL. IV.
REV. M. T. C. WING, EDITOR.
GEORGE W. MYERS, PRINTER.
THE LORD’S PRAYER.
Mutthtw n.
Our Heavenly Father, hear 
The prayer we offer now;
Thy name be hallow’d far and near.
To thee all nations bow;
Thy kingdom come; thy will 
On earth bo done in love,
As saints and seraphim fulfil 
Thy perfect law above.
Our daily bread supply,
While by thy word we live;
The guilt of our iniquity 
Forgive, as we forgive;
From dark temptation’s power,
From Satan’s wiles defend;
Deliver in the evil hour,
And guide us to the end!
Thine, then, for ever be 
Glory and power divine;
The sceptre, throne and majesty 
Of heaven and earth are thine,
—Thus humbly taught to pray,
By thy beloved Son,
Through Him we come to thee Imd say,
All for his sake be done.
MoNTaOMERV.
XIISSIONABU*.
MISSIONARY INTELLIGENCE.
The Missionary Register for September lai, gives the fol­
lowing highly Interesting particulars rcspectiii; the Mission of 
the Church Missionary Society nt Tinns'' '-Wy; its chief station 
in the Peninsula of India.—£pis. litr,.
Of this M-Ssion it may be said in reference now 
to a longtime past, that so long as the strong man, 
Sin, anted with all the weapons of idolatry, so­
phistry, and worldliness, dwelt undisturbed, he 
kept his goods in peace: souls without number have 
thus for centuries been held in the bondage and 
darkness of Heathenism. But a stronger power 
has invaded these regions; a power nevertheless, 
most peaceful, benign and heavenly—the power of 
the word of truth, of meekness, and of righteousness. 
That the strong man, thus invaded should otter re­
sistance, we are to expect; hut we are also to ex­
pect, with a calm and assured faith, that he will fi­
nally be overcome.
From the Journals of the Rev. Charles Tlie- 
ophilus Ewa-'d Khenius, Paul Pacifique Scbaffter, 
John James Muller, and John Devasagayara, we 
shall give a series of extracts illustrative of that 
good measure of success with which it still pleas­
es God to bless their labours in and near Tinne- 
velly.
Notices of the Progress of the Gospel.
Mr. Rhenius, in a letter dated February 8,1833, 
earnestly implores more help; while he, at the 
same time, cheerfully alludes to the great work 
which God is working amongst them. He says—
May the Lord help us! otherwise we shall come 
to nothing. In the course of last month we have 
had an addition of at least 100 families. A village 
in the south, of about 70 families, have renounced 
idolatry. They have cleared their tempie of ail 
idols, and destroyed them; ahead of one of them 
is now with me. If the hearts of the people were 
as easily cleansed from iniquity, how well we should 
be!
At Palamcottah, Mr. Devasagayam writes— 
duly 29, 1832; Sunday—Our Catechist and
1 School-masters having arrived from the country as 
usua', we saw the Church at the'Evfning Service 
so full, that both pulpit and reading-desk were sur­
rounded by hearers. I was also unexpectedly re­
joiced to see a pious man, with whom I became 
acquainted a fortnight ago, entering the Church 
with 10 Heathens, new Converts, who, like him, 
knelt down and worshipped the Lord. The Lord 
has blessed his instruction and example to them, 
so that they have resolved to follow him and wor­
ship Jesus, our blessed Saviour. They are high- 
caste weavers, a set of industrious people that 
ive comfortably by their labor. We witnessed 
also a very delightful Service in the Church to­
day; which was, the baptism of two youths, in­
structed for several years in our Seminary. Their 
knowledge and conduct were such that I former­
ly looked on them as Christian children. It was 
only the day before yesterday that I came to know 
the fact; when one of them communicated to me 
his address or petition to Mr. Rhenius, stating his 
feeling and earnest desire to enjoy the blessing 
of Christian Baptism. They bore a good testimo­
ny to the’r faith in Jesus, and gave very plain and
suitable answers to the many questions with which 
Mr. Rhenius tried them, in the presence of a very 
large Congregation, and iiithe sight of many hea­
thens. The prosperity oPthe Lord’s Work here 
not only makes us happy and thankful, but makes 
us humble ourselves deeply, afd ppy for his rich 
grace, that the enemy of our soils may not sow 
the tares, and spoil the work. .
July, 30.—Early this morn’i'g, I was thinking 
where to goto Morning Prayer, ot what School to 
visit; but when I opened the door, I saw our Chris­
tian goldsmith, and his ten new friends, come to 
speak with me. I spent an hour very agreeably 
with them, and commended them to our Heavenly 
Shepherd, who knows His sheep by name, and in 
whose hands they are safe. The Catechist from 
Courtallum introduced to me also an old Devo­
tee, to whom the Christian instructions which he 
and a pious young gentleman have given were 
blessed. The man resolved to worship Jesus, and 
has this morning given all his little idols and his 
poojah-box to Mr. Rhenius, as a token of his re­
nouncing his orn'icr faith.
From the journals of Mr. Scbaffter we have se­
lected a variety of interesting particulars tending 
clearly to illustrate the manner in which God is 
vouchsafing hi; blessing to this work of faith, this 
labor of love.
July 4, 1832—Three of our Christian women 
from Ideiyenk»ollam came to see us. They are,
I trust, truly converted persons, and are experi­
mentally acquahtcd with the truths of our Divine 
Religion. This they show, not only by words— 
though of the ibundance of their hearts their 
mouths speak alsi—but chiefly by their unblama­
ble conduct, andby their regular attendance on 
means of grace. Every month they come from 
Ideiyenkooiiam ti Palamcottah, to participate in 
the Lord's Suppe—a distance of at least fifteen 
miles. * * * . * . *
Aug. 12: Sunda<.—Early this morning we pro­
ceeded to Pooliyar udy, where we spent the Lord's 
day. This is a vey large village, containing no 
less than 400 houes. There are Brahmins and 
many other high cate people in this place; and a 
small congregationjf Roman Catholics, who re­
tain nothing whateer of the Christian religion 
but the name: the; even disregard the supersti­
tions of their own Church. They besmear the 
sacred ashes on their foreheads, like the Heathen, 
! and join with them in their idolatrous processions: 
yet they will not admit that they are Heathens,
: and boast that they are Christians. To such a 
I degree Satan knows how to Jeceive poor souls!
1 We have here a congregation of several families. 
At II o’clock after 1 had spoken with the Catechist 
on the state of the congregation, I had service 
with these Christians, and God gave me grace to 
speak with faithfulness and love to these souls. It 
appeared to me, by the answers which they gave 
to the questions which I put to them, that some of 
them huve acquired a good store of Gospel knowl­
edge. May it be sanctified to their growing in 
grace, and in the knowledge of our Lord Jesus Christ! 
Some Roman Catholics, and a great number of 
Heathens attended divine service: they all behav­
ed decently. After service, I addressed them.— 
As I heard, a few days ago, that the drawing of 
the car had taken place in a neighboring town, I 
sent them a TamuEtract, entitled “The beauty of 
drawing the car.” The title is ironical. Many of 
them willingly admitted that idolatry is altogether 
unprofitable; but they keep it up in imitation of 
their ancestors, and because it is the custom of 
the country. In the afternoon, we rode over to 
Sundamany, a village near Pooliyarkudy, and in­
vited them to follow us. In the evening we 
had another meeting, at which all the Christians 
of this place and of Sundamany, <md many Hea­
thens, attended.
WANT OF ABLE MISSIONARIES.
The following paragraph from the London Evan­
gelical Magazine, shows what is becoming appa­
rent every where—want of men. The Churches 
must look to this point. Scarcely a verse in the 
Bible contains a more affecting and momentous 
truth than the one containing the command .of 
Christ. “ Pray ye, therefore, the Lord of the 
harvest.” Here, if any where, importunate prayer 
to the Holy Spirit-is indispensable.
The extract in question, was from a notice of a 
meeting of the London Missionary Society in May 
last.—Am. Guar. Reg.
From the report which was read, and statements 
made by Mr. Ellis, as well as from other things 
which 1 have noticed lately, it seems that every 
continent and nation, and almost all the islands 
of the sea, are opening to the Church their im­
mense fields of labor> inviting the messengers of 
the Lord of hosts to enter on the sacred harvest. 
How happy would it he for our Churches if each 
had its quota of able men to send out! But this 
is not the case. China is opening her coasts, as if 
about to hold out her three hundred millions of souL 
for Christian instruction. Cutting the detested 
bonds of slavery will invite us to eight hundred 
thousand more, for whose salvation we ought to 
feel much. Now should the London Missiosarv 
Society make the most solemn appeal to the con­
gregational Churches for suitable men, is it likely 
that every fifty Churches would raise one such 
man? I think they would not; and, if they did,
I suppose not more than twenty-six or twenty-se­
ven would be found in the United Kingdom.— 
Ought we not, then, to mourn and bewail our state?
Large sums of money were raised at our anni­
versary, and some of our friends rejoiced much 
at this; but 1 felt so much on th$ subject I have 
referred to, that I was as one who couid not hear
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the sound of pounds, shillings and pence; and my 
heart said, all this availeth nothing so long as I 
see our Churches unprepared for the work now ly­
ing before them. Is there not reason to fear our i m UI UIJIUJU _ __being left under the Laodicean spirit, while God I Missionary spirit is the life of the church, 
shall find out instruments and means of enlarge-' [Churthman.
ment and deliverance to the heathen some other
constantly eihibit'the spirit of Missions as pervad- I tions were unusually deep and painful. Of the char- 
in- the whole economy of grace, and as being an | acter ot God, as a holy, righteous, and sovereign 
indispensable feature of Christian character; let, being, of the purity of his law and the extent of 
him unfold and press home the truth, that the Ins requirements, of the entire depravity of his 
p , ,.r _c ,---- ,-----K ; own heart, and the sinfulness of his past life, he
RELIGIOUS.
way ?
THE SPIRIT OF MISSIONS.
The Missionary spirit is the life of the church. 
Words to this effect are often used but generally 
with a latent conviction that they are suited rather 
to the warmth of declamation than to the sober­
ness of truth. Really, however, they are no im­
passioned expressions, but involve a plain matter of 
fact. They contain a position which, whether phi­
losophically or scripturally considered, is demon­
strably true. Christianity is a living faith. It 
contains within itself a principle of vitality and 
diffusion. It never has been stationary, and it ne­
ver can be stationary. And what we affirm is, that 
this principle of vitality is the Missionary spirit. 
A man cannot become a Christian without coming 
under obligation to spread his faith. In other words, 
if he is a Christian, he must in some sense be a 
missionary. The Founder of Christianity himself, 
and all its bright catalogue of illustrious advocates, 
are instances of this truth. Next to “ the Christ,” 
there is no more expressive title under which Je­
sus, in his relation to man, is predicted, described 
and acknowledged, than as “Shiloh,” “the Apos­
tle of our profession,” the Missionary, he who is 
“sent'* in the word. Like Messiah or Christ, this‘ t’’ i  t  r . JUixe lvi ssi u r v/imov, 
title comprises every branch of the mediatorial 
office. And the twelve chosen witnesses have 
been emphatically termed apostles or missionaries, | 
they who are sent with the message of reconcilia­
tion. And to what cause under God was the ra­
pid diffusion of the Gospel, oil its first promulga­
tion, chiefly owing? To what but the fact that 
to be a Christian and to be a missionary were felt 
to be synonymous? They who believed the Gos­
pel the most firmly, understood it the most clear­
ly and loved it the most ardently, sent it forth the 
most effectually. In short the whole history of 
the progress of Christianity is nothing more than 
a Missionary Record: and all the triumphs achiev­
ed by the energy of Christian benevolence over
the vice and ignorance of the world; in fine, all 
the glory of the church, all the trophies of the 
cross, and all the moral worth of the world, are 
the'fruits and monuments of the Missionary spirit.
Christianity, we say, is a living faith, and its prin­
ciple of vitality is identical with the Missionary spir­
it. But faith, whether considered as a system of 
Christian truth or the spring of Christian conduct, 
has no life in itself. It is the most sublime mani- 
festion of God, and productive of the highest re­
sults; but after all, it is but the manifestation of a 
spirit more sublime; it is merely instrumental, 
and all its life and power must be ascribed to the 
Holy Spirit as its creator, and director. And so 
the Missionary spirit in its very name designates 
the derived nature ot our faith; constantly remind­
ing that every agent or means which we employ, 
every action we put forth, every prayer we breathe, 
for the diffusion of our faith, must in order to be 
efficacious, be sought by us and sent forth by God 
rom the alone fountain of spiritual influence.
In practice we are apt insensibly to forget first 
principles; and thus it is that great and complicat­
ed systems lose, in process of time, their original 
vigour, and have their operations impeded by a 
dull and mechanical formality. The best way to 
escape from such dangers is to keep first princi­
ples early in view: and the application of this truth 
to our present subject is to impress our minds with 
the fact, that the Missionary spirit is the essence, 
and Missionary effort the test of Christian character. 
In the midst ot our artificial and conventional ar­
rangements for the spread of the Gospel, this truth 
will be lost sight of unless it is constantly exhib­
ited. When men are called on to contribute mon­
ey for the support of a particular agent, or the es­
tablishment of a particular station, there are so 
many intermediate links between the act itself and 
the principle into which it must ultimately be re­
solved, that its real nature is neither perceived nor 
felt- To obviate this, let the Christian preacher
F
From the Sunday School Journal 
AN EXAMPLE FOR YOUTH.
The social character and general influence of 
Mr. Cornelius are thus described by one of his in­
timate friends. “During most of his college life, 
Mr. Cornelius was certainly a very thoughtless 
young man. Of prepossessing personal appearance, 
of a generous, frank, and sociable disposition, fond 
of company and amusement, his society was co­
veted by the inconsiderate and irreligious portion 
of his fellow students. Among them he was a 
leader, although not addicted, so far as I know, 
to what are termed vicious practices.
We have now come to the most important pe­
riod of his life, when his mind was decisively turn­
ed to those great subjects which-concerned him as 
an immortal and accountable being. Our readers 
will be gratified with the statements of different 
individuals respecting this interesting event. “It 
is a remarkable fact, though not solitary in the his­
tory of revivals of religion, that there existed at 
this time in [Yale] college, and especially in the 
senior class, several instances, as it afterwards ap­
peared, of solemn reflection on religious truth, 
produced by causes having no connexion with 
each other. A few individuals during the prece­
ding term, had been led to consult volumes on 
practical theology, and had advanced so far in their 
serious inquiries as to introduce prayer in their 
They were deeply impressed with the im-rooms. xiiu n ucu ij uiiju^oovu _______ ______ __
portance of religion, during the vacation, or at a Saturday, I perfectly recollect his making hisjfirst 
previous period, by the last warnings of a pious entrance into the Moral Library, of which I wasI--------- --------------------
mother, and in various other ways; and yet, on their 
return to college, no communication was made on 
the subject, beyond the walls of private rooms.— 
My room-mate and myself had been accustomed, 
for a season, to unite with each other in prayer, 
but farther than this, had concealed our emotions 
in our own bosoms. Happening to be in a room 
opposite, near the commencement of the term, my 
class-mates said, ‘It is thought that Cornelius had 
become attentive to the subject of religion, and 
that that is the cause of the change of his coun­
tenance.’ The words came to me with great weight, 
though I made little or no reply. My room was 
directly under that of Cornelius, and according to 
college custom, we visited each other frequently. 
On the evening of the same day, if I remember 
correctly, after the students had generally retired 
for the night, perceiving that the occupants of the 
room above were up, from some indefinite motive, 
or light errand, I went to Cornelius’s door, and on 
knocking, was admitted, though I was surprised 
to find that the door had been locked. After aI (J 111111 111 <11 LUU UUUl IJ n UVCtI uvnvu 4*ivvi *• i --------- ----------------- ---------- ------~~----------
few words had passed between us, he said, ‘We! after the commencement of his religious impres- 
wcrc about to unite in prayer, and I presume you’ sions, he found peace in submisssion to Christ.— 
...;n k„..„ „„ miili nc ’ Hu tl>pn 1 “Onp rf.av.” remarked a fellow student, “heknnek-will have no objection to join with as.’ He then 
kneeled with his room-mate, and poured forth such 
a prayer as I had never heard befors. The whole 
ardor of his soul was directed towards heaven, in 
supplications for blessings on ourselves and others. 
The next day he called at our rooo, and earnest­
ly entreated us to commence with him immedi­
ately in seeking salvation. Our hertts were full be­
fore ; and this led to a free commution of our feel­
ings. We now became earnest ii our inquiries, 
and soon it was found that others vere in a similar 
state of mind.”
Another individual writes as fillows:—“When 
the little college church awoke from its guilty 
slumbers, and as the result, thi effusion of the 
Holy Spiirit was earnestly souglt and confidently 
expected, I well remember, that we selected Cor­
nelius as likely to become a lading opposer of 
the work of God, and on that acount, perhaps he 
was made the subject of specil prayer. A revi­
val commenced, and to our inxpresmible joy, he 
if not the first, was one of tb first awakened.— 
He early disclosed to me the tate of his mind.— 
There was something aboutlim which excited 
the most lively interest in hiscase. His convic-
! had very clear perceptions. Of the truth of the 
declaration, ‘the carnal mind is enmity against 
God,’ he had most distressing proof in his own ex­
perience. He saw that he was in the hands of 
God, who was reasonable in his demands, and would 
be just in condemning the sinner. But his heart 
rose at times in fearful rebellion against his Ma­
ker. Like the ‘bullock unaccustomed to theyoke,’ 
he struggled and seemed determined not to sub­
mit; and I trembled lest the spirit thus resisted 
would ‘let him alone.’ The anguish of his soul 
was almost insupportable.”
From the letter of a third person we have gath­
ered the followed statements. “I have distinct 
recollections of the altered appearance of Corne­
lius, when he returned to college, at the close of 
January vacation, 1813. A fellow student whom 
I have consulted, thinks that Mr. Cornelius be­
came somewhat serious while at home during the 
vacation. It was, however, my own opinion then, 
and has been ever since, that he had been unusu­
ally gay and thoughtless during the vacation; and 
that his first emotion of solemnity occurred after 
he had make a fire in his room, on the Tuesday 
eveningof his arrival,and had seated himself alone. 
I understood then, that while considering the dis­
regard he had paid to parental injunctions, and 
parental solicitude for his soul, he became deeply 
penetrated with a sense of ingratitude to his earth­
ly parents; and that,before he slept, while alone, 
without the intervention of a human being, and 
under the inspection of no eye but that of God, 
he became irresistibly impressed with the worth 
and lost condition of his soul. On the following
librarian, and drawing the ‘Memoir of Susannah 
Anthony.’ The reason of my being struck with 
this occurrence was, that although Mr. Cornelius 
was never considered as a vicious or abandoned 
member of ojt class, yet he always appeared so 
full of vivacily, gaiety, and even thoughtlessness, 
his very solenn manner and his inquiry for such a 
book, could not escape the observation of anyone 
who had known him previously. From this time 
I do not believe a smile appeared on his countenance 
till his deliverance. He lost flesh rapidly, and the 
effect of this external change was irresistible up­
on the most thoughtless of our class. I have no 
remembrance of ever witnessing so visible and af­
fecting an alteration in one's external demeanor. 
And it was a remarkable fact, that our very large 
and respectable class, then in their senior year, 
became immediately and generally impressed with 
a sense of their own accountability; which I have 
no doubt arose through the instrumentality of the 
marvellous alteration in our gay friend Cornelius.” 
In the month of March, about six or seven weeks
e day,   knoc  
ed at my door. On opening it, his countenance 
told me that the contest was over. The storm had 
passed away. It was as the ‘ clear shining after 
rain.’ He requested me to walk with him. We 
were silent until we had proceeded sor^e distance 
from college. My own emotions werehuch, that 
I had no disposition to speak. He was inufing,and 
the fire burned. When we had come to a retired 
place, unable longer to restrain lfis feelings, he 
raised his hands and exclaimed, ‘O! sweet sub­
mission, sweet submission! This expression he 
repeated many times during our walk. That h? 
was in the hands of God was his theme, and the 
rejoicing of his heart. He expressed no hope of 
pardon. He appeared not to think of himself. 
The glorious Being, to whose character, law, and 
government, he had felt so much opposition, seem­
ed to occupy the whole field of vision, and to fill 
his soul with inexpressible delight. Soon bespoke 
of the plan of salvation through the atoning sac­
rifice of t’he Son of God. It was unfolded in it^ 
glory and excited his most grateful admiration. 
He saw how ‘God could be just, and justify him 
that believeth in Jesus.’ ‘ Believing, he rejoiced
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in hope of the Gloryof God.’ Impressed with a 
sense of his obligations to redeeming grace, his fer­
vent aspiration seemed to be, ‘Lord, what wilt 
Thou have me to do? The love of Christ, shed 
abroad in his heart, was immediately manifested 
in vigorous, self-denying efforts for the salvation 
of his fellow-men.”
OBLIGATIONS OF CHILDREN.
It may assist you a little to estimate’your obliga- ' 
tions to your parents, to inquire what would be- j 
come of you, if your parents should refuse to take j 
care of you any longer. You at times, perhaps,} 
feel unwilling to obey them, suppose they should i 
say,
“Very well, my child, if you are unwilling to 
obey us, you may go away from home and take 
care of yourself. We cannot be at the trouble 
and expense of taking care of you unless you feel 
some gratitude.”
“Well,” perhaps you would say, “let me have 
my cloak and bonnet, and I will go immediately.”
“ Your cloak and bonnet?" your mother would 
reply. “The cloak and bonnet are not yours, but 
your father’s. He bought them and paid for them. 
Why do you call them yours?”
You might possibly reply after thinking a mo­
ment, “they are mine because you gave them to 
me.”
“No, my child,” your mother would say, “we 
have only let you have them to wear. You never 
have paid a cent for them. You have not even 
paid us for the use of them. We wish to keep 
them for those of our children, who are grateful 
for our kindness. Even the clothes you now have 
on, are not yours. We will however give them 
to you, and now suppose you should go, and see 
how you can get along in taking care of yourself.”
You rise to leave the house without any bonnet 
or cloak. But your mother says, “Stop one mo­
ment. Is there not an account to be settled be­
fore you leave? We have clothed and boarded 
you tor ten years. The trouble and expense at 
the least calculation amounts to two dollars a week. 
Indeed I do not suppose that you could have got 
any one else to have taken you so cheap. Your 
board for ten years, at two dollars a week, amounts 
to one thousand and forty dollars. Are you un- 
der no obligation to us for all this trouble and ex-1 
pense?”
You hang down your head and do not know 
what to say? What can you say? You have no 
money. You cannot pay them.
Your mother after waiting a moment for an an­
swer, continues, “In many cases, when a person 
does not pay what is justly due, he is sent to jail. 
We, however, will be particularly kind to you, and 
wait awhile. Perhaps you can by working hard 
for fifteen or twenty years, and by being very eco­
nomical, earn enough to pay us. But let me see; 
the interest of the money will be over sixty dol­
lars a year. Oh, no! it is out of the question.— 
You probably could not earn enough to pay us in 
your whole life. We never shall be paid for the 
time, expense, and care, we have devoted to our 
ungrateful daughter. We hoped she would love 
us, and obey us, and thus repay us. But it seems 
she prefers to be ungrateful and disobedient. Good 
bye."
’ You open the door and go out. It is cold and 
windy. Shivering with the cold, and without mo­
ney, "you are at once a beggar, and must perish in 
the streets, unless some one takes pity on you.
You go perhaps to the house of a friend, and ask 
if they will allow you to live with them.
They at once reply, “we have so many chil­
dren nf our own, that we cannot afford to take you 
unless you will pay for your board and clothing.”
You go again out into the street, cold, hungry, and 
friendless. The darkness of the night is coming 
on; you have no money to purchase a supper, or 
night’s lodging. Unless you can get some employ­
ment or find some one who will pity you, you 
must lie down upon the hard ground, and perish 
with hunger and with cold.
Perhaps some benevolent man sees you as he is 
going home in the evening, and takes you to the 
overseers of the poor; and says here is a little va-, 
grant girl I found in the streets. We must send I
the poor little girl to the poor house, or she will 
starve to death.”
You are carried to the poor house. There you 
find a very different home from your father’s. You 
are dressed in the coarsest garments. You have 
the meanest food, and are compelled to be obe­
dient, and to do the most servile work.
Now suppose while you are in the poor house 
some kind gentleman and lady should come and 
say, “we will take this little'girl, and give her 
food and clothes for nothing. We will take her 
into our own parlor, and give her a chair by our 
own pleasant fireside. We will buy every tiling 
for her that she needs. We will hire persons to 
teach her. We will do every thing in our power 
to make her happy, and will not ask for one cent 
of pay in return.”
What should you think of such kindness? And 
what should you think of yourself, if you could 
go to their parlour, and receive their bounty, and 
yet be ungrateful and disobedient? Would not 
a child who could thus requite such love, be de­
serving of universal detestation ? But all this your 
parents are doing, and for years have been doing 
for you. They pay for the fire that warms you; 
for the house that shelters you; for the food that 
supports you? They watch over your bed in sick­
ness, and provide for instruction and enjoyment 
when in health? Your parents do all this without 
money and without price. Now whenever you 
feel ill-humored, or disposed to murmur at any of 
their requirements, just look a moment and see 
how the account stands. Inquire what would be 
the consequence, if they should refuse to take 
care of you.—Child at Home.
heard; which none of the princes of this world 
knew;’ which the most accurate reason cannot 
search out; which the heavenly chorus of angels 
j though always beholding the face of God, ‘desire 
to look into.’ In the bidden book of Scripture, 
and no where else, are opened the secrets of the 
! more sacred wisdom. Whatever is not drawn 
from them, whatever is not built upon them, what­
ever does not most exactly accord with them, 
however it may recommend itself by the appear­
ance of the most sublime wisdom, or rest upon an­
cient tradition, consent of learned men, or the 
weight of plausible argument, is vain, futile, and, 
in short, a very lie. The attentive study of the
Scriptures has a sort of constraining power. It 
fills the mind with the most splendid form ofheav- 
i enly truth, which it teaches with purity, solidity, 
certainty, and without the least mixture of error. 
It soothes the mind with an inexpressible sweet­
ness; it satisfies the sacred hunger and thirst for 
knowledge with flowing rivers of honey and but­
ter; it penetrates into the innermost heart with 
irresistible influence; it imprints its own testimo­
ny so firmly upon the mind, that the believing soul 
rests upon it with the same security, as it it had 
been carried up into the third heaven and beard 
from God’s own mouth; it touches all the affec­
tions, and breathes the sweetest fragrance of ho­
liness upon the pious reader, even though lie may 
not perhaps comprehend the full extent of his read­
ing.”— On the Christian Ministry, by II. C. Bridg- 
es.
THE VENERABLE BEDE.
This learned monk was born in the year G72, and 
may well be- called the Father of Ecclesiastical 
History. His whole life almost literally from the 
cradle to the coffin, was spent in literary labors. 
Besides bis celebrated Ecclesiastical History,which 
was the fruit of the labor of several years, he 
published a multitude of other works, all of which 
had a tendency to benefit and enlighten mankind 
in the darker ages. He died of a consumption and 
asthma at the age of sixty three. It is related of 
him that during his last severe illness, his mind 
being clear and unclouded, he did not relax from 
his accustomed literary exercises. The evening of 
his death he spent in translating the Gospel of St. 
John into the Saxon language. At length his 
amanuensis said, “There remains but one chap­
ter, it seems very irksome to you to speak.” “O 
no,” said the venerable Bede, “It is not difficult. 
Take a pen dip it in the ink, and write as fast as 
you can. I have no time to lose.” Some time 
after this, the young man who wrote for him 
said, “There is now, master, but one sentence 
wanting.” Upon which, the dying mar. bade him 
write quick. Soon after, the young man said, 
"“It is done.” To which Bede replied, “Well 
hast thou said the truth—it is now done. Take 
up my bead between your hands, and lift me— 
because it pleases me to sit over againt the place 
where I was wont to pray, and where now sitting I 
may yet invoke my father.” His wishes were grati­
fied, and being seated according to his desire, upon 
the floor of his cell, he said, “glory be to the Fa­
ther, the Son, and the Holy Ghost.” As he pro­
nounced the last word he immediately expired.—. 
Lowell Journal.
Sunday Schools.—Next to the ministry of 
the Gospel, we know of scarcely any office more 
important than that of the Sunday School Teach­
er. His object is to communicate divine truth, 
and to communicate it at that period of life in 
which the heart is most easily impressed and 
moulded. The first, inquiry of almost every young 
convert, is, “How may I do something to glorify 
God, and save souls?” Here is a safe and easy 
method. To every such inquirer we would say— 
There is probably no way in w\iich you, in your 
present situation, can be so useful. Every week, 
during your whole lifetime, you may be thus em­
ployed.
Some persons feel above this labor. They think 
it beneath their dignity. Of such, we could al­
most say, they are above being the followers of 
him, who is meek and lowly of heart. The folly 
of such pride is equal to its wickedness. Wisdom 
is the principal thing—and the teacher is laboring 
to communicate it. Is this dishonorable? An an­
gel would not think so. Angels have come upon 
less important messages.
To teachers we would say, strive after the con­
version of your scholars. God can, and does con­
vert the young. In answer to prayer, you may 
expect him to crown your labours. And to parents 
we would say, Sunday Schools are not intended 
to take your work out of your hands. Those pa­
rents who leave all to Sunday Schools, who do 
not see their children prepare their lessons, and 
who neglect catechetical instruction, are plainly 
culpable. The parent’s conduct has a more abiding 
and a more powerful influence than the weekly 
teaching of the school. With how great care 
should tliey walk before their children and indoc­
trinate them. These years cannot be recalled. 
The year has no second spring tide. Neglect here 
is commonly felt through life. We would that it 
were within our power to impress this solemn truth 
upon every father and mother in the land. Train 
up a child in the way he should go, and when be 
is old he will not depart from it.—Presbyterian.
“The maxim ‘Bonus textuarius est bonus theo- 
logus,’marks a grand ministerial qualification— 
‘mighty in the Scriptures.’ The importance of 
this preparation is so beautifully expressed by 
Witsius, that we cannot forbear giving the quota­
tion: “Let the theologian ascend from tie lower 
school of natural study, to the highest department 
of Scripture, and sitting at the feet of Gol as his 
teacher, learn from his mouth the bidder myste­
ries of salvation, ‘which eye hath not seer,nor ear
ANECDOTE OF GEORGE IV.
A few years ago when George IV. visited Ire­
land, he remained sometime in Dublin, its capital. 
As it was expected that he would attend divine 
service, an eminent clergyman was appointed to 
preach before him. When the time approached, 
the clergyman fell sick, and it became necessary 
to appoint another to perform that duty. Dr. Ma­
gee, author of a work on Atonement, being in Dub­
lin he was solicited to preach before his Majesty. 
He accepted the invitation. The Doctor was a 
warm, zealous Churchman, of enlightened views, 
and liberal evangelical sentiments. When the 
sabbath came, he read the prayers, ascended the 
pulpit, and gave out the following text, Acts xvi. 
31: “ Believe on the Lord Jesus Christ, and thou 
shaft be saved, and thy house. In this discourse 
he expatiated on the necessity of repentance, faith 
and holiness. The command to believe—the ob­
ject of faith, (the Lord Jesus Christ)—the charac-
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ter of him on whom we are called to believe—the j elusive rights of superintendence and ordination, 
importance of doing so for our own safety, and as ; who were called, in the age immediately following 
an example to others, but particularly our own that of the Apostles, by the same name as that 
house; with the individual, local and national ad- which distinguishes them from presbyters at pre­
vantages of religion, were all eloquently and bon- sent, that of Episcopi or Bishops. To mention 
estly presented to his Majcstyand his court present: only the case of the Apocalyptic churches, the
on the occasion. After he had held forth the doc­
trine of justification by faith, he powerfully insist­
ed on a change of heart, with out which it was im­
possible for an individual to arrive at heaven. Ilis 
boldness and earnestness surprised and alarmed the 
courtiers of his Majesty, who had not been accus­
tomed to such plain dealing. All were looking 
for a reproof from the sovereign for the bold­
ness of the preacher; but though his sermon was 
a subjectof general conversation, his Majesty alone 
retained a total silence respecting it, never allud­
ing to the circumstance forseveral months. During 
this time, the Archbishop of Armagh, Primate of 
Ireland, died, and Right Itev. Lord John Beres­
ford, Archbishop of Dublin, was appointed to suc­
ceed him. The see of Dublin being in the gift 
of the Crown, a list of candidates were nominat­
ed to his Majesty, for each of whom powerful in­
terest was made. Dr. Magee, not being a fa­
vorite on account of his evangelical sentiments, 
was neglected. When his majesty proceeded to 
make the appointment, he inquired the name of 
the faithful, able and eloquent preacher who had 
delivered a discourse before him in Dublin. lie 
was told that it was Dr. Magee. “ Then,” said he, 
“the man that fears not to preach the whole truth 
before his King, shall be honored, and Dr. Magee 
shall he Archbishop of Dublin.” After saying 
this he took his pen, and filled the blank in the 
deed of gift with Dr. Magee.—Baptist Repository.
BISHOP WILSON ON EPISCOPACY.
“ 1. That the Apostles had a full authority over 
all the ministers and teachers of the primitive church 
has never been disputed.
“2. That during their lives certain ministers,— 
Timothy and Titus—had an authority committed 
to them by the Apostles for presiding over the 
other ministers of Ephesus and Crete—for ordain­
ing presbyters or elders in every city, as he had 
appointed them—for charging some that they 
should preach no other doctrine than that of the 
Apostles—for setting in order the things that were 
wanting—for deciding matters of controversy— 
for receiving accusation and exercising jurisdic­
tion—for rebuking heretics- for apportioning main­
tenance—for regulating the public prayers of the 
church—for repressing the intrusion of women as 
teachers—and for watching and overseeing gene­
rally the flocks and the ministers of them—are 
facts as little to be doubted as any which are to 
be deduced from the Apostolic writings.
“3. Further, thatat the close of the sacred can­
on, the surviving Apostle, St. John thirty years 
after the death of most of the Apostles, and when 
the churches had been long in a settled state, ad 
dressed the chief pastor in each of the seven 
Asiatic churches, as the overseer or superintendant 
presiding over the presbyters and people, so that 
on him the faults of the churches reflected dis­
grace and their good conduct praise—that is, that 
the same authority which St. Paul had committed 
to Timothy was p s.essed by his successor, the an­
gel of the church who resided at Ephesus when 
St. John wrote, and so of the rest of the seven 
churches—cannot be reasonably questioned.
“4. Nor can it be doubted whether this or­
der of ecclesiastical government was designed, in 
its general features, to continue as the Apostle 
left it. For to suppose that an order of things en­
joined by men inspired to regulate the church of 
Christ is not binding upon us (unless indeed it be 
abrogated by an authority equal to that by which 
it was enacted—which is not pretended in the pre­
sent instance) goes to sap the whole foundation of 
faith. A regulation made by ‘divinely authorized 
persons in a society that was designed to be per­
petual, is of course perpetual, unless it be other­
wise expressed.
“5. Accordingly, it is confessed, that, in point 
of fact, for fifteen centuries after the time of the 
Apostles, no government of the church obtained 
but that which was administered by ministers whop m ui iiiBicicu u, | -} -i-i—«•>« Ou,,vnu- | their restrictions, and I am permitted °to corre
received io direct succession from them the ex- ttendency in the church, whether over the clergy 1 pond to a certain extent with the friends of m
Bishops of Smyrna, Ephesus, Philadelphia, &c 
are familiarly spoken of, during the persecution of 
the second and third centuries, as possessing the 
same diocesan authority as at the time of St. John. 
Ignatius, again, the contemporary of that Apostle, 
who suffered martyrdom about A. D. 107, speaks 
of the three orders as essential to a Christian 
church. Irenaeus, who flourished in the second 
century, informs us that his master Polycarp was 
made Bishop of the church of Smyrna by the 
Apostles. I need not speak of Tertullian, Cypri­
an, Chrysistom, Jerome, Augustine, and the series 
of witnesses in later ages, because the fact has 
never been seriously denied.
“6, In the sixteenth century, indeed, Calvin, 
Beza, Luther, Melancthon, with our Cranmer and 
Ridley, and all the leaders of the Reformation, 
though some of them from circumstances after­
wards adopted a presbyterian discipline, yet ad­
mitted the superior authority of the episcopal.— 
And it is quite obvious that in the contests of the 
succeeding centuries (as in those of later times in 
our own) political feuds, and not the religious ques­
tion alone, have been, and are the real source of 
the unhappy divisions.
“7. So plain is the case for Episcopacy when 
candidly stated. To which the only objection that 
I know of is drawn from the term Bishop or Over­
seer being sometimes employed in the New Tes­
tament for those who had any oversight in the 
church, and not for chief pastors as Timothy and 
Titus, only.
“But it is not for a name that we chiefly con­
tend, but for the spiritual superintendence and au­
thority which Christ has ordained. If we were to 
yield the term, which we are far from doing, it 
would still he true, that the office first discharged 
by the Apostles, then committed by them to Tim­
othy and Titus, and afterwards exercised by the 
angels or messengers of the Asiatic churches, was 
of perpetual authority in the church. But with 
regard to the mere title, which is simply descrip­
tive of the duty of superintendence, it was natu­
ral that it should only gradually be appropriated, 
as the thing designated by it became prominent 
and distinct before the eyes of men. Things usu­
ally exist long before their names, which become 
attached to them in process of time. The episco­
pal or superintending office was less complete du­
ring the lives of the Apostles, because the supe­
rior power rested with them, and the functions of 
Timothy and Titus were delegated. After their 
gieath, however, as these functions and this author­
ity appeared in unrestrained action, the definite 
and appropriate title would follow. At the close 
of the sacred canon, the name Angel (or delegate, 
whether of God or of men) was the term employ­
ed by our Lord in the epistles to the seven Apoc­
alyptic churches as the appelation then common­
ly given to the presiding pastor. When the whole 
apostolic college were dead, the highest order in 
the church would soon receive, by general consent, 
the title of The Overseers or The Bishops, as their 
principal duty that of overseeing and providing 
tor the church then rested fully in them.
“ Nothing is more common than for terms to be 
used, at different times and under altered circum­
stances, in two senses; the one general, the other 
more definite and peculiar. The words Disciple, 
Apostle, Deacon, Overseer or Bishop, and a mul­
titude of others, occur in a restrained and also in 
an unrestrained sense. They designated at first 
any learner, any messenger, any minister, any over­
seer; but they have long, by a well-establised usage 
come to signify, A learner taugh by Christ, A 
messenger sent immediately by Christ, One of a 
particular order of men in Christ’s church, One 
having oversight of a number of presbyters and 
flocks in a certain district. Wc need not there-
fore even concede the point of the title, but may 
safely assert, that whilst chief authority was in 
the hands of the Apostles, the word was natural­
ly applied to all who had any charge or s perin. i- <l_ _ 1___ U _ 1.^.1__ ____
or of a separate flock; but that, after their death 
those who succeeded to their functions of govern­
ment and ordination began to be called, by way 
of distinction, The Overseers or Bishops. Thus, 
when this designation became permanently appro­
priated, the word Apostle was left to denote the 
immediate messengers sent forth by Christ; the 
word Angel was disused, as in its ordinary sense 
too high and as no longer necessary: and the term 
Presbyter remained for those who presided over 
particular congregations. But we dwell not up­
on a mere name. The Bishop may still be called, 
as indeed he is a presbyter, with respect to the 
general administration of God’s word and sacra­
ments; and the Presbyter may still be termed an 
overseer or bishop, as it regards the superinten­
dence of his peculiar charge. Let only him who 
bears chief authority in the church be considered 
of a distinct order, and be known, as he has 
been from the apostolic times, by the word Bish­
op in its emphatic and distinctive sense. It is 
enough that the office is clearly of Divine institu­
tion, though the name be of human, so far as the 
appropriation of the term extends, and no further; 
for in the age next the apostolic it was in estab­
lished use.
“The objection raised therefore from the gen- 
eral employment of the title before the office in 
its specific form was completely in action, rather 
confirms than weakens the main argument; con­
cerning which, upon the whole, I must be allowed 
to say that moral demonstration hardly admits of 
more satisfactory proof.”—(Lond.) Christian Obs.
GLEANINGS FR01I REV. JOHN NEWTONS CONVER­
SATIONS.
If two" angels were to come down from heaven 
to execute a divine command, and one were ap­
pointed to conduct an empire, and the other to 
sweep a street in it, they would feel no inclination 
to change employments.
I should have thought mowers very idle people; 
but they work while they whet their scythes. Now 
devotedness to God, whether it mows or whets the 
scythe, still goes on with the work.
A Christian should never plead spirituality for 
being a sloven; if lie be hut a shoe-cleaner, be 
should be the best in the parish.
My principal method for defeating heresy is by 
establishing truth. One proposes to fill a bushel 
with tares; new if I can fill it first with wheat, 1 
shall defv his attempts.
A Christian in the world is like aman transact­
ing his affairs in the rain. He will not suddenly 
leave his client because it rains; but the moment 
the business is done, he is off: as it is said in the 
Acts, “ Being let go, they went to their own com-
pany-” ,
A mere solitary is but at best a candle in an 
empty room.
It is a mere fallacy to talk of the sins of a short 
life. Put a pump into die river, you may throw 
out some water, but the tiver remains.
What some call providential openings are often 
powerful temptations; the heart, in wandering, 
cries, Here is a way opened before me; but, per­
haps, not to be trodden, but tejected.
if an angel were sent to find the most perfect 
man, he would probably not fu<l him composing 
a body of divinity, but perhaps a cripple in the 
poor-house, whom the parish wish lead, and hum­
bled before God with far lower thoughts of him­
self than others think of him.— Pres.
LETTER OF REV. J. SUMMERFIELD.
The following letter was received when Mr. Stmmerfid'l 
was rapidly declining under that complication of disorder! 
which in the month of June next succeeding removed Inn from 
us. The remarks which follow, upon extemporary preadiingi 
are very highly deserving of notice, as coming from suih « 
source. All who have ever heard this eminent pulpit oradr, 
will readily acknowledge that (whatever he may have lacked) 
he approached to perfection in fluency, aptness, arrangement, 
ana choice of diction; that is, in what constitutes the highest 
praise of an extemporary speaker—Presbyterian.
Baltimore, \th January, 1825. 
My very dear friend,—For a fortnight past ! 
have been interdicted all exercise of any kind men' 
tai or bodily, and I am still confined to my chani' 
ber. My physicians are now begining to relaitllnl. --- > *
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heart. That you may not be uneasy with re­
gard to the nature of my present indisposition, I 
would simply state that it is but temporary, and is 
the effect of artificial causes. I have been sub­
mitting to a course of mercury at their recommen­
dation, and the process of salivation having ar­
rived at its highest state, my debility was extreme 
and I had no rest in my bed;—that course is now 
suspended, and I am slowly recruiting; very fa­
vorable results are anticipated, and when I shall 
see you in the spring, by the will of God, I hope 
you will find them realized.
I very sensibly feel alive to the confidence your 
letter reposes in me, and I feel thankful also that 
you let me so fully into your inside heart; and I 
see its workings, and how tremblingly sensitive it 
is on the great subject to which all the energies 
of your mind are bending. Will it be any relief 
to my dear friend to assure him, that these anx­
ieties are the counterpart of my own, even unto 
this present hour? Yes—for I will not scruple to 
disclose it, that although I am now in my seventh 
year of ministerial labor, the agont, with which I 
entered upon it is unabated, I still feel it a cruci­
fixion, a continual martyrdom, a dying daily !
Human sciences may become familiar by inces­
sant application, and practice may make perfect; 
but the science of salvation passeth knowledge.— 
‘I cannot reach the mystery, the length, the breadth, 
the depth, the height 1’ Angels themselves are 
represented as desiring to look into these things; 
and yet with all the weight of all their bended 
minds united, they fail to comprehend them, and 
join us in the apostle’s cry, <0 the depth, the depth!' 
—And it ever be so, so long as we retain the 
spirit of our commission; our dependence upon 
the Holy Spirit will continue to be as sensibly felt 
in our last sermon as in our Jirst,—unless we have 
learned to preach without Him,—and then we shall 
be sounding brass and tinkling cymbals, noisy in­
struments of no value.
But let not my dear friend be therefore weary 
and faint in his mind; be not unwilling to harbour 
the incessant erv within your breast, ‘Who is 
sufficient for these things?’ And let the faith 
which moves the mountain triumphantly rejoin, 
‘My sufficiency is of God! I can do all things 
through Christ which strengthened!,’ Ever lean 
upon the promise of the Great Head of the 
Church. ‘Lo I am with you always,’—wndyou al­
so shall find, even though your record be that of 
the' brightest luminary of the Christian church.— 
‘No man stood by me, but all men forsook me’— 
nevertheless, ‘ the Lord stood with me,’ ‘ Be thou 
not therefore moved at the afflictions of Christ, 
but endure hardness as a good soldier.’ Remem­
ber the recompense of the reward!
In reply to your remarks on extemporary dis­
courses, 1 am glad to find your own soul in such 
perfect harmony with mine. You very much mag­
nify the difficulty, but you have not yet been call­
ed to grapple with it;—and I am fully persuaded, 
that even in your infancy as a minister of Christ 
Jesus, you will strangle the serpents. And yet 
you cry, I He labor hoc opus est! I do not know 
that any thing I could suggest would be applica 
cable to your circumstances, because the mode of 
training for the ministry in our church differs so 
totally from yours. On admission into our church, 
each member is put into a class (so called) compos ­
ed of a dozen persons, more or less; this class is 
under the care of a judicious man, well experienc­
ed in the things of God; we call him the class lead­
er; it is his business to meet this class collectively 
once every week, and to speak to each member in 
rotation on his Christian experience. This me­
thod gives a young man in the very outset, a facility 
in describing his own views and feelings without 
embarrassment, and he is improved by hearing his 
class-mates speak their experience in like manner. 
Thence he is appointed to be a leader himself, and 
this affords a facility of addressing a word of ad­
vice to others. Thence he is advanced to be a 
leader in a prayer meeting, then an exhorter, &c. 
&c.; and finally, upon full trial, he enters the min­
istry with much less embarrassment than the man 
who is launched out from scenes in which every 
thing is prepared with labor, and made the subject 
of severe criticism.
In your case, I would recommend the choice of 
a companion or two, with whom you could accus­
tom yourself to open and amplify your thoughts 
on a portion of the word of God, in the way of 
lecture. Choose a copious subject and be not anx­
ious to say all that might be said. Let your ef­
forts be aimed at giving a strong outline; the fill­
ing up will be much more easily attained. Per- 
pare a skeleton of your leading ideas, branching 
them off into their secondary relations; this you 
may have before you. Digest well the subject, 
be not careful to choose your words preparatory 
to delivery. Follow out the idea in such language 
as may offer at the moment. Do not be discour 
aged if you fall down a hundred times, for though 
you fall you shall rise again,—and'cheer yourself 
with the prophet’s challenge, ‘Who hath despised 
the day of small things?'’
To be a correct extemporaneous speaker, you 
will need to write a good deal, in order to correct 
style, and prune off the exuberance of language; 
but I would not recommend you to write'on the 
subject on which you intend to preach. If you 
fill up on paper the matter of your text, you will 
contract a slavish habit of cumbering your mind 
with the words of your previous composition.— 
Write on other subjects, but have your words free 
and spontaneous for pulpit exercises.
If I were near you I would show you my plan 
of skeletonizing; as I hope to have this pleasure 
in the spring, I will then let you into my plans if 
you think them of any value. I never preach with­
out having prepared an outline, but I never write 
a sermon out at length.
May the Lord direct you in all things—write 
me again and again. Yours in love.
J. Summerfield.
THE PAST YEAR.
The following pious and very appropriate sentiments in ref­
erence to the duties and feelings which the commencement of 
a new year calls upon us to exercise, are from the editorial 
columns of the Detroit Courier.
The voice of the buried year delivers, as it were 
from the grave, prophetic oracles for the guidance 
of the future; and the period which is opening up 
on us may be spent more worthily and wisely, if 
we act upon the instructions of thoit which is gone.
The first, lesson which it inculcates is that of trust 
in God. Is it not.obvious to every thoughtful eye, 
that God is to be trusted, whom every succeeding 
year displays anew—as the beneficent Father of all 
that live, who knows no variableness, nor shadow 
of turning, amid the mutation of seasons and the 
flux of years,—who keeps in tune the thousand 
strings of a harp, which would forever be silent if 
but one were gone,—who openeth His hand, as 
He did in the days of old, and filleth all things liv­
ing with plenteousness? Can any trust be too 
deep, any faith too confiding for the Being who 
is the cause of all these wonders, and the origin of 
all these mercies,—in whom alone IFe, like our fa­
thers before us, live, and move, and have our be­
ing,—and whose hand maintains, at the same time 
and with ease, the revolutions of a thousand worlds 
and the pulses of an infant’s heart? And when 
we look back upon the period which has just closed, 
and which He has crowned as it passed, with His 
goodness,—shall we not learn from it the lesson of’ 
submitting ourselves more implicitly for the time, 
that is expanded before us, to the love of our Fa­
ther and the wisdom of our God?
Another lesson we may derive from the past in 
relation to the future, arising from the considera­
tion of the moral and religious improvement which 
we have made of the period now forever passed 
away. Is there one who can conscientiously say 
that he has made the best use of the gifts of God; 
that he has consecrated his time and talents, with­
out any variation, to the pursuit of the noblest 
ends by the noblest means—that the words of his 
mouth, and the meditations of his heart, have al 
ways been such as are acceptable to heaven—and 
that he has endeavored tnthe utmost of his capa­
city, “so to number his days as to apply his heart 
unto wisdom?” Has he learned to meet prosperi­
ty with gratitude, and to face adversity without re­
pining—to prostrate himself in joy and sorrow— 
alike, before the throne of Him—who gives and 
takes away—and to look beyond the tides of uior-
talily, to the Heavenly Agency by which they arc 
controlled, and by whose influence alone they can 
ebb and flow? Has he striven to correct the er­
rors ot his heart, and to supply the deficiencies of 
his character—to invigorate his faith, to exercise 
his charity, and to establish his hope—to walk in 
the light of the “Sun of Righteousness,” and to 
act upon the lesson of “the everlasting Gospel?" 
If there be none, who can conscientiously say that 
all this he has done—who can fully acquit himself , 
upon the review of the past, of any misuseof time, 
talents or means; let the new year commence un­
der happier auspices—with the deep and deliber­
ate resolve to compensate, as far as possible, for 
the omissions of the last—and with the humble but 
fervent prayer, that He, before whom all hearts are 
open, will enable us to carry our resolutions into 
effect.
“Let my soul live,” said the Psalmist, “and it 
shall praise thee; and let thy judgments help me.” 
“I have gone astray like a lost sheep; seek thy 
servant; for 1 do not forget thy commandments.”
In the grave of the departed year let the fol­
lies and frailties which attend it be interreded, and, 
at the commencement of another, let us impress 
upon our minds the sweet, yet solemn convic­
tion, that time, well employed, may be the pre­
lude to immortality, and that the path which the 
pilgrim traverses over the sands of existence, may 
terminate at length in a paradise beyond the grave, 
the land of immortal light, of sacred love, and of 
perfect felicity—through faith in Him, “ whojtaketb 
away the sins of the world,”—even the “Lamb of 
God, the Saviour, who is Christ the Lord!”
THE MIND NEEDS CONTINUED DISCIPLINE.
Keep it ever uppermost in your memory, that 
the mind is the great instrument of affecting the 
world: and that no instrument is so decidedly and 
continually improved by exercise as the mind.— 
Many seem to have a feeling that it is'not safe to 
put forth all their powers of mind at once. You 
must reserve your strength for great occasions.— 
And some, when they are contriving to see how 
little mental effort will answer, and how widely 
they may spread out a few feeble thoughts, hastily 
collected together, actually seem more like stu­
dents, than at any other rime. As if it were dan­
gerous to task the mind too often, lest her stores 
become exhausted or her faculties become weak­
ened. But you need havfc no such fear. To-day 
you may call upon your mi.id for its highest and 
best efforts, and stretch it to the utmost of its lim 
its, and it will he all the better. To -morrow you 
may do it again, and each time it will answer more 
readily to your calls.
Still you will recollect that real discipline of 
the mind does not so much consist in now and then 
making a great effort, as in having it so trained, 
that it will make constant efforts. Gultn cavai la- 
pidem non vi, sed scepe cadendo. In order to have 
the mind under the most perfect discipline, the dis­
cipline must be unremitted, the mind must be 
kept clear and shrewd. It is said of our gifted but 
infatuated Hamilton, that during the periods in 
which his powers of mind were put the to severest 
exercise, he regularly read Euclid through once 
a month. The perfection of a disciplined mind 
is, not to be able on some great contingency to 
rouse up its faculties and draw out its strength, 
but to have it always ready to produce a given and 
an equal quantity of resuits, in a given and equal 
time. This was the glory of the discipline of 
Isaac Newton’s mind. He modestly declares that 
he knew of no difference between his mind and 
that of another man, except in the single article, 
patience.— Rev. J, Todd, before the Soc.oJ' Inq. at 
Amherst College.
“ Whatever your guiltiness be, yet when it fall- 
eth into the sea of God’s mercy, it is but like a 
drop of blood fallen into the great ocean.”—Ru­
therford.
“My heart,” says David, “shews me the wick­
edness of the ungodly.” As face answers to face 
in a glass; so the heart of man to man. When a 
believer considers the vileness of his own heart, by 
nature; he does uot wonder, so much, that others 
' fall, as that kimself is kept from falling.—Madah.
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Kenyon College, and Theological Seminary.—The 
Catalogue of this Institution is just published. The number 
of Students is as follows:—In the Theological department 9— 
in the Collegiate 71—in the Preparatory School 84—Total 
161. Of this number 71 are from Ohio, 24 from Virginia, 
19 from Pennsylvania, 8 from Maryland, 8 from Mississippi, 
5 from Louisiana, 6 from New-York, 3 from Vermont, 3 from 
Connecticut, 2 from Massachusetts, 3 from District of Colum­
bia, 2 from North-Carolina and I each from Illinois, Ken­
tucky, New-Hampshire, New-Jersey, England, Wales, and 
Greece.
Destitinnon ok the Scriptures.—From the statement of 
n bible distributor who has been recently engaged in exploring 
a part of this county, we learn the surprising fact that in one 
half of a township which was said to have been supplied two 
or three years ago, out of forty families there were found thirty 
still destitute of an entire copy of the Scriptures. It is hardly 
possible that in this neighborhood the amount of destitution 
in the first instance could have been faithfully ascertained, or 
adequately supplied.
Though the number of families destitute of the Bible at 
the time of the general supply, was found to be so great, as in 
many instances to afford matter of astonishment, yet from 
facts like the above it would seem that often the half was not 
told us. The temptations to do the work in a slight and cur­
sory way are many and powerful. It is far easier to take on 
trust the opinions of men, who suppose they know, than it is 
to make a personal inquiry. In the present case, as our in­
formant states, in a particular settlement, where nearly all 
were said to belong to the meeting, and the conclusion drawn 
that they all possessed the Bible, 13 families out of 20 were 
found destitute in whole or in part. ,
These facts go to show that the friends of the Bible cause 
have yet work to do, not in heathen lands merely, but in the 
heart of our own country, In the midst of religious privileges, 
and among the professors of Christianity. Let them not re­
lax their efforts, under the groundless belief that all are in 
possession of the sacred Scriptures. A faithful resurvey of 
the country, we believe, would discover a destitution, scarcely 
inferior to that which the first investigation revealed.
“ 7'/<c Life anil Opinions of Thomas Jefferson,'' in two oc­
tavo volumes is about to he published by Prof. Tucker of the 
University of Virginia.
METEOROLOG1CAL REGISTER.________
Date. |Sun-rise. 12 o’clock. |9 o’clock. | Wind. | Weather.
8 20° 24° 11° s. w.k Clear
9 4° 32° 32° s. Cloudy
10 29° 37° 32° N.E. Snow
11 32° 38° 34° S.W. Rain
12 43° 47° 20° W. Rain
13 9° 24° 14° s. w. Clear
14 6° 30° 17° W. Clear
PROSPECTUS 
Of the Ohio Temperance Advocate.
The Ohio Temperance Society have resolved that a pa­
per ought to be published and circulated in this State, for the 
purpose of advancing the Temperance reformation. In pur­
suance of this resolution, the Board of Managers have directed 
their Executive Committee to make the arrangements that 
arc necessary for commencing such a paper; and have ap­
pointed an Editorial Committee, to whose direction it is con­
fided, and in whose discretion, it is believed, entire confidence 
may be reposed.
With regard to the character of the proposed publication, 
it is deemed sufficient to say that it shall be devoted exclusive­
ly to its avowed object. From the declared purpose for which 
it is established, it shall in no case turn aside. The purpose 
is, by the statement of facts, and by the exhibition of the truth, 
advocacy of Temperance, on the great principle of total Absti­
nence from the use of Ardent Spirits. The Committee, there­
fore, invite the patronage of all the friends of Temperance, 
tor the sake of the cause. The profits, if any, will be devoted 
to the diffusion of information on this subject.
Terms__ The Temperance Advocate will be published
monthly on a medium sheet, in quarto form; and will contain 
about the same quantity of matter as the Temperance Recorder 
of the N. Y. S. Temperance Society.
To single subscribers, the price will lie 50 cents per annum ; 
if 10 papers are subscribed for, toone name, 37^; if 59, in like 
manner, 25. If a County or Township Society, shall resolve 
to supply each family monthly, they shall be supplied at 20 
cents each.
Payment in all cases in advance.
All letters and communications sent by mail must be po«t 
paid.
The paper is expected to be issued by the 1st of March next; 
and it is requested that the names of the subscriliers, together I
1 with the amount of the subscriptions, be transmitted to John 
G. Miller, Esq. at Columbus, the Corresponding Secretary, 
previous to the 15tli February, 1834.
^’Subscriptions to the above received at this Office.
RELIGIOUS INTELLIGENCE.
St. Luke’s Church Rochester—Services on Christmas
Eve.__We have seldom bad it in our power to attend a more
interesting course of exercises of a similar nature than those 
in which we were allowed to participate on the evening of the 
24th ult. This is the time fixed for the anniversary of several 
Societies and Associations connected with this large and high ­
ly interesting congregation. Reports of a very gratifying char­
acter were received from four associations. The first came from 
the Sunday School; the second was the Female Missionary As­
sociation; the third was the report of the Missionary Society 
of the Congregation, auxiliary to the General Domestic and 
Foreigh Missionary Society of the Protestant Episcopal Church 
in the U. S. The fourth was the report of the Charity School 
Society of the parish. Upon all these reports addresses and 
remarks were offered by a number of gentlemen in the presence 
of a large Congregation. It must have been gratifying to all 
present to hear in the course of these addresses and remarks 
frequent and affectionate allusions to the absent Rector the Rev. 
Mr. Whitehouse whose diligence and fidelity had so exhausted 
his strength as to render a voyage to Europe material to the 
recovery of his health.
The exercises of the evening were opened by singing the 
100th Psalm. The Rev. Mr. Bolles, now supplying the place 
of the absent Pastor, read the 40th Chap, of Isaiah and used 
appropriate prayers from the Liturgy—in the course of the 
evening Bishop Ileber’s Ilymn, “From Greenland’s Icy Moun­
tains,” was sung with delightful effect,—and die whole was clos­
ed by Prayers from the Liturgy, and the benediction.—(Au­
burn J Gospel Messenger.
Laies Fair.—The Young Ladies benevolent Society of St, 
Luke’s Church Rochester, held a Fair at the Eagle Tavern on 
Friday the 27th, P. M. and evening, when they received from 
the sale of their works in various articles of taste, fancy, and 
utility, the sum of about 400 dollars, realizing about .150, 
which they appropriate to the Charity School of the Congrega- 
tion. During the last year the congregation built a school 
room for this purpose at an expenee of $1500. The school 
receives and teaches gratuitously, in many cases affording cloth­
ing for them, the children of the poor without regard to de­
nomination. The number taught for a greater or less portion 
of the year was 428, and these as appears by the report would 
have had no instruction but for this provision of Christian 
bounty and kindness. The following abstract of the report 
will no doubt be gratifying.
Abstract from report of the Secretary of “ Charity School Associa­
tion of St. Luke's Church," read at anniversary, Dec. 24. 
The School was opened on 3d. Jan. 1833 under charge of
Mr. Waldo, on a system adopted in a Charity School in New- 
York known by the name of the “ Protestant Episcopal Pub­
lic School” which provides for the religious instruction of the 
Scholar as well as in the ordinary brandies taught in our com- 
mon Schools.—Tiie average number of daily attendants dur­
ing the month of January was above Sixty, which has contin­
ued to increase, the number during the present month having 
been about one hundred and twenty-four. The total number 
that have received instruction during the year has been /aw 
hundred and twenty-eight 39 under five years of age—250 from 
five to ten—125 from ten to fifteen,—and 14 over the age of 
fifteen.
All poor Children are received into the School without dis­
tinction of sect. Of the 42S that have attended the past year, 
the parents of 29 were Baptists—of 45, Methodist—of 58, 
Presbyterians—of 65, Episcopalians—of 87, Roman Catho­
lics—and of 141, the parents were not attached to any denomi- 
tion of Christians.
The young Ladies of the Benevolent Society attend alter­
nately every Friday afternoon to teach the girls to sew and knit.
The Children who need such assistance are furnished witli 
clothing.—lb.
Episcopal School of North-Carolina—The Episcopal 
School to be established in Raleigh, will go into operation 
about the first of April. Joseph G. Cogswell, Esq. of Mas- 
sechusetts, a distinguished instructor of youth, is appointed 
Rector of the School; Mr. Sanders, Chaplain, and Mr. De- 
berniere Hooper, Tutor.— Wilmington Press.
The Emperor of China Sending for Tracts__ Rev.
Mr. Gutzlaff, under date of Full chow 600 miles from Can­
ton, May 12; writes,
“We were visited by the Mandarin of this district, a civil 
and sagacious old man. He had received orders from the 
Deputy Governor of Fun-keen province to procure a certain 
number of our Christian books for the inspection of the Em­
peror. I gave him accordingly one copy of “Scripture Les­
sons,” a Tract on Gambling, “Heaven’s Mirror,” a full de­
lineation of Christianity, besides a few other books, of which 
he had copies before: 1 was highly delighted that God, in his 
wisdom, was sending his glorious gospel to Peking, that it 
might be fully known and examined in the palace. Tauo I 
Kwang has never shown himself an enemy to popery. In all j 
his edicts against the sects and heresies in his dominions, he 
does not even mention the name of Christian. Though I 
know nothing of his character, except that he delights more 
in pleasure than in business, I humbly hope that the perusal of j 
the word of God will impress his mind favorably toward the : 
Gospel, It is the first time the Chinese government has tak- I 
cn the trouble to examine the oracles of God__ Albany Jour­
nal §• Telegraph.________________________________________ I
Liberia Herald.—We find the following paragraph in th •
Herald ot October 6.:— 1 0
“ It is reported currently, that a great change in the reli­
gious belief of many Mandingoes, professing the Mahomedaii 
faith, has lately taken place at the windward. A female it 
appears, who had apparently been dead three days, having re- 
vived again, sent for the priests and headmen, and after re­
verting to her own case, declared that all her country people 
must abjure their old religious belief, and become Christians- 
and many, it is said, have actually abandoned their old belief 
and now use articles of food and drink prohibited by the Ma- 
homedan religion. It remains to be seen what event will fol­
low from this division.”—Salem Gazette.
A Morsel for the Young Student for the Gospel Minij- 
try: or the First Epistle of Paul to Timothy, in the Origi­
nal Greek, with a literal interlinear translation on the plan°of 
works recently published by the University Press in London. 
By Joel Parker, (late) Pastor of the Free Presbyterian Church 
in New-York. Published by Jonathan Leavitt—Jour, of 
Commerce.
Dr. Beecher’s Instructions to Young Christians. Cincin­
nati : Truman, Smith & Co.
This little work came from the press last week. It embo­
dies the mature thoughts of a mind which has few superiors in 
this or any other qpuntry. The name of the author will give 
it notoriety and circulation; and the intrinsic merits of the 
work; its correspondence with the experience of Christians; 
its consolations for the tried soul; its pryctical tests of genu­
ine piety ; and its clear development of the nature of true re­
ligion, will make it dear to the children of God, long after the 
venerable author shall “be gathered to his fathers.” In style 
and matter, the work is adapted to minds of intelligence and 
refinement, and we should be pleased to see a copy in every 
family in this city—Cincinnati Journal.
•‘No Man Livetii to Himself.”—Mr. Norman Smith,Jr. 
of this city, (Hartford,) whose death was mentioned in our 
paper two or three weeks ago, after making provision for his 
family, lias, we understand, by his will bequeathed,
To the American Board of Com. for For. Miss. $3000 
To American Home Missionary Society, 2000
To American Bible Society, 1000
To American Tract Society, 1000
To American Education Society, 1000
To American Sunday-school Union, 1000
He has also made these societies residuary legatees of his 
estate, from which bequest it is believed, they will realize more 
than the specific legacies above named.
He had but recently subscribed $2000 for the erection of a 
meeting-house for the Free Congregational Church, of which 
he was a member, and left them in addition about $1400. He 
also made a number of bequests to his friends and to several
charitable institutions in this city, to wit:
To the Retreat of the Insane, $300
To the Female Beneficent Society, 200
To the Orphan Asylum, 200
For the benefit of the Widow’s Society, 100
Mr. Smith did not, like many others, hoard his property 
during life, and consent to yield a portion for benevolent ob­
jects, only when unable longer to retain it; but feeling that 
he was merely a steward of what he had received, he bu ever 
been an example to young men, of judicious and liberal charity, 
and for many years has been active in every good work. He 
was a mechanic, who acquired his property by his own indus­
try, and died at the age of 35 years.
Amiable in bis disposition, upright in his dealings, and truly 
Christian in his life, he wqs universally respectod and esteem­
ed. — Connecticut Observer.
The Committee of the British and Foreign Bible Society 
have unanimously appointed the Rev. G. Browne, of Clapham, 
to be their Secretary, in the room of the late Rev. Joseph 
Hughes. Mr. Browne is almost the only Dissenting minister 
who has been in the habit of regularly attending the Meet­
ings of the Bible Society Committee for some years back.
London Paper.
GENERAL SU3MIC ARTT.
Congress.—We have neglected to furnish notices of Con­
gressional aflairs, for the last week or two: not because they 
were destitute of interest, but the proceedings have been of 
such a nature as to make it difficult to bring them within the 
compass of our limits. Important questions are under dis­
cussion, but until they are finally settled all that we can do is 
barely to name them.
Mr. Webster has offered a resolution instructing the Naval 
Committee to inquire into the expediency of passing a law 
for preventing, as far as may be, accidents to vessels from ex­
plosion by steam.
Mr. Grundy has offered resolutions to institute a full inquiry 
into the financial concerns and management of the General 
Post Office.
Mr. McDuffie in the House, has, in a long and able speech, 
condemned the removal of the deposites from the U. States
Bank, and lias been answered by Mr. Polk__ Thesameques-
tion is agitated in the Senate, introduced by Mr. Clay.
Mr. Clay has also brought forward his land bill of last ses­
sion, with some modifications. A proposed amendment of 
the Constitution has been offered by Mr. Kent, providing that 
a bill “vetoed" by the President may become a law by vote of
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, majority of the members of Congress, instead of two-thirds, i 
as is now required.
In the Senate, on the 30th ult. Mr. Ijwing offered a reso- J 
lution, which was agreed to, directing the Postmaster Gener­
al to lay before the Senate a statement of the amount of mo- 
ney, if any, which has been borrowed within the current year j 
for the use of the Department, designating the persons or cor- J 
porations of whom such loans may have been made, and the '■ 
date, amount, and terms of each loan. Mr. M’Kean present- ' 
ed the memorial of sundry Banks in Philadelphia, praying for 
a return of the public deposites to the Bank of the United . 
States; which was referred to the committee on Finance, and 
ordered to be printed. Mr. Ewing offered aresolution, which 
was laid on the table for the present, directing the Secretary 
of State to lay before the Senate a copy of the commission un­
der which William J. Duane lately acted as Secretary of the 
Treasury, and a copy of the commission under which Roger 
B. Taney now acts as Secretary. Mr. Clay resumed and con­
cluded his speech in support of the resolutions submitted by 
him on the 26th, “in a strain which justly excited admiration 
and applause.”—On the 1st inst. the Senate did not sit.—On 
the 2d, the bill from the House granting to the State of Ohio 
certain lands, for the use of schools in the Connecticut West- 
ern Reserve, was read the first and second times, and referred 
to the committee on Public Lands. The resolution submit­
ted on the 31st ult. by Mr. Ewing, was considered and agreed 
to. Mr. Benton then took the floor, and spoke until the hour 
of adjournment in opposition to the resolutions heretofore of­
fered by Mr. Clay, and in defence of the course pursued by 
the President in the removal of the deposites, without bring­
ing his argument to a close.—On the 3d, Mr. Hendricks of­
fered a resolution, which was laid on the table for the present, 
instructing the committee on Roads and Canals to inquire in­
to the expediency of making a further appropriation for the 
construction of the Cumberland road in the States of Ohio, In­
diana, and Illinois. Mr. Grundy asked and obtained leave to 
introduce a bill to amend the several acts respecting the Post 
Office and Post Roads; which was read twice, and referred 
to the Committee on the Post Office and Post Roads. Mr, 
Benton then resumed, and continued until the hour of adjourn­
ment, his remarks in opposition to the resolutions heretofore 
introduced by Mr. Clay, and in defence of the course pursued 
by the President, &c. without coming to a close.
A bill to grant to the State of Ohio certain lands for the 
support of schools in the Connecticut Western Reserve, was 
read third time and passed.—On the 1st inst. the House did 
not sit.—On the 2d, Mr. Polk resumed and concluded his 
speech in support of his motion to refer the report of the Sec­
retary of the Treasury, on the subject of the removal of the 
deposits, to the committee of the Waysand Means, the delive­
ry of which occupied the whole of the day.—On the 3d, Mr. 
Selden offered a resolution, instructing the committee of Ways 
and Means to report a bill, requiring the Commissioners of the 
Sinking Fund to purchase or redeem the five per cent, stock 
of the United States; and if necessary, to sell so much of the 
government stock in the United States Bank as will enable 
them to complete the purchase. Mr. Selden explained the 
object of his resolution, at some length; when, on motion of 
Polk, it was so amended as to instruct said committee to in­
quire into the expediency of purchasing or redeeming the stocks 
in question; after which, the hour having expired, the resolu­
tion as amended was laid on the table. The bill for the relief 
of Susan Decatur and others, was considered in committee of 
the whole, and some progress made therein; but was not de­
finitely acted on. — O. State Journal,
Ladies' Fair__ The Ladies’ Fair was held on Wednesday
and Thursday evenings last, agreeably to public notice, in 
Mr. Robinson’s new brick house, No. 3, Town-street, which 
had been politely tendered for the occasion, and yielded between 
$440 and $500. Although this was the first attempt of 
the kind ever made in Columbus, and but little time had 
been allowed for the preparation of the materials, the various 
articles offered for sale were truly creditable to their manufac­
turers.—lb.
Mdropdltan Conference of the British and Foreign Temperance 
Society.—An interesting meeting of about fifty gentlemen of 
high respectability, connected with Auxiliary Temperance 
Societies, in and about London, among whom were the Hon. 
and Rev. B. W. Noel, the Rev. Mr. Hambleton, the Rev. 
Mr. Robins, Dr. Cox, and several dissenting Ministers of dif­
ferent denominations, IL l’ownall, Esq., and — Clark, Esq., 
one of the magistrates of the county of Middlesex, was conven­
ed on Tuesday morning at the office of the Biitish and For­
eign Temperance Society, in Paternoster row, to confer on 
the present State of the Society, and to suggest the most effi­
cient means for carrying into effect its important^Wect. A- 
mong many other valuable suggestions of a prttical ilhture, 
an address to the clergy, of differentdenominat-iofls, explanato­
ry of the principles of the Society, was unanimously agreed to. 
It was also deemed exceedingly desirable that a judicious reply 
to the various objections entertained by conscientious persons 
to it should be forthwith issued by the Committee. Similar 
conferences will be recommended in the various counties 
throughout Great Britain in which Temperance Societies have 
been already established.—London Morning Herald,
Gradual Emancipation,—Some three years ago, the Western 
Luminary, at Lexington, Ky. published the following Propo- 
- s A L.
«. “Several citizens, slave holders, under a full conviction that 
there are insurmountable obstacles to the general emancipation 
of the present generation of slaves, but equally convinced of 
the necessity and practicability of emancipating their future off­
spring, are desirous that a society be formed for the purpose of 
investigating and impressing these truths on the public mind, 
as well by example as by precept; by placing themselves, im­
mediately, by mutual voluntary arrangement, under a well re­
gulated system for gradual emancipation, such a system as they
would recommend to their fellow citizens for adoption as the 
law of the land. In this view, it is proposed to all slave-hold­
ers of every religion, opinion, or country, who are willing to 
abolish slavery by the gradual emancipation of the coming ge­
neration, to form themselves into societies, having these great 
and glorious objects in view.
“Persons inclined to make the experiment, will forward 
their names to the Publisher of the Western Luminary, Lex­
ington. And so soon as the names of fifty slave holders are 
obtained, a meeting will be notified for the purpose of forming 
an institution and organizing the society.”
This proposal appears again in the Luminary of Dec. 4-th, 
with fifty-five names appended to it, and a notice that a meet­
ing would be holden in that city on the 6th, for the purpose of 
organizing the society.— Vt. Chron.
North American Review.—The eighty-second number of the 
North American Review was to be published on the first of 
January, and contains the following articles:—I. Life of Cow­
per. II. Decandolle’s Botany. III. Story’s Constitutional 
Law. IV. The Whale Fishery. V. Last Moments of Emi­
nent Men. VI. Hutchinson’s Third Volume. VII. Early 
Literature of Modern Europe. VIII. Memoirs of Brissot. 
IX. The Annuals. X. Men and Manners in America.— 
Nat. Gaz.
University of North Carolina.—Seniors 16, Juniors 23, Soph­
omores 35, Freshmen 28, irregular students 7; total 109— 
from North Carolina 87, Virginia 13, Tennessee 4, S. Caroli­
na 2, Alabama 2, Maryland 1. Number of Professors 5, one 
vacancy. Expenses per session: tuition $15, room-rent $1, 
servant-hire $2, board 6 to 8 per month; washing, mending 
and bed, $8; deposite, most of which is returned, $3. The 
annual commencement is on the fourth Thursday in June. 
First vacation, 6 weeks from the fourth Thursday in June; 
second vacation four weeks from the 15th of December.
Chapel Hill Harbinger.
The Legislature of Tennessee have passed an Act directing 
the Treasurer of the Middle District to pay to the Treasurer 
of the Colonization Society $10 for “each black person” that 
said Treasurer shall certify has been removed from Tennessee 
to the coast of Africa, provided the amount does not exceed 
$500 in any one year.
Mr. Burden’s new steam -boat, according to the Troy Budg­
et, was tried on Wednesday on the Hudson. Its speed was 
15 miles an hour with but 7 revolutions of the water-wheel in 
a minute, though the machinery is calculated to make 25 when 
necessary. The same paper says, “it can now scarcely be 
doubted that Mr. Burden’s new boat will run from Troy to 
the city of New-York in less than six hours.”
The boat arrived in this city on Saturday, having made the 
passage in twelve hours. Her draft of water is 35 inches in 
the centre.—New- York paper.
Fine Arts in Trade__ The tariff laws allow the importation
of busts free of duty. They do not prescribe of what materi­
als the busts shall be composed, and it has been found out that 
certain articles, to which the tariff affixes a high duty, make 
as good busts as any thing else. So w^liave now leaden busts 
of General Jackson, Mr. Van Buren, and all the great men, 
imported by dozens. When they get fairly in, and threugh 
the hands of the ^Custom-house officers, ten to one they will 
fall into the hands of Goths and Vandals, who, regardless of 
the sacredness of the arts, will knock the great men in the 
head, and melt them into shot and bullets.—Jour, of Com.
From the New-York Evangelist.
Temperance in Newfoundland__ Letter from the Arch
Deacon of Newfoundland, to the Corresponding Secretary of 
the American Temperance Society.
St. Johns, Newfoundland, July 16, 1833.
Rev. and Dear Sir—Yours of May 30, accompanied by 
three reports of the American Temperance Society for the 
year 1831, and three for 1832, reached me at the latter end of 
last month. I have had great pleasure in promoting their cir­
culation ; am unfeignedly delighted to observe the spread of 
the principles of your society, and shall he most happy in com­
municating and receiving any information which bears upon 
the object we have in view. It gratifies me to be able to an­
nounce to you, that this evening is fixed for the organization 
of a Juvenile Committee, in this town, auxiliary to our Parent 
Institution, which has been established seven months, and 
already numbers 179 members.
I enclose a few copies of a hand-bill, the “ Dram Drinker’s 
Prospects,” which has been much blessed here. It was in­
serted in one of our newspapers. member of our society 
found a pool- ignorant woman, who could not read, and who 
had been a notorious drunkard, learning the piece from the 
paper by heart, as it was repeated to her, by a little boy — 
The woman has forsaken her intemperance, and things accom­
panying salvation may be hoped for her. Having learned 
this, 1 got it printed in this form, and trust it may have been 
I blessed in other cases.
Yours, very truly, EDWARD WIX.
An affecting Appeal.—Dr. Parmly, the celebrated dentist, 
has stated in the papers, that the colored lad who was drown­
ed, as stated in our last, in company with five other boys, 
while skating, came to his death by his zeal to rescue the oth­
ers. Dr. P. says the following can be depended upon as sub­
stantially the truth.—N. Y. Evangelist.
The noble and self-devoted lad, who fell a victim to his un­
hesitating intrepidity in the cause of humanity, was the oldest
of several children of------  Peterson, a respectable colored
man residing at the corner of Mercer and Prince-streets.— 
Peterson, the father, is in ill health, and his wife, who sustains 
an excellent character, has supported the family by her labor 
as a washerwoman, aided by the wages of her late son Wil­
liam, who has been regularly out at service. He has often as­
sured his mother that “when he became older, and could earn 
higher wages, he intended that she should not be compelled to 
work so bard.”
1 he father and mother have been anxious to give their chil­
dren as much education as possible, and have kept a part or all 
of them at school constantly; so that William had made con­
siderable advances in the common branches of study. Under 
these circumstances, his afflicted parents have been called to 
Weep at his early grave, in the following manner.
On Saturday last, seven of the young skaters who were to 
gether on the new-formed ice, fell through in twelve feet water, 
and were unable to extricate themselves. Other bovs who 
were near at hand, seeing the colored boy William Peterson at 
a distance and knowing his generous activity and enterprize, 
called him to their assistance. William who was a fleet skater, 
flew to the rescue, and on arriving at the verge of the solid 
ice, conscious that he was a good swimmer, he plunged in with­
out divesting himself of his skates or any of his clothing, and 
promptly rescued two of the boys from impending death.— 
He exclaimed that “he would save them all,” and plunged 
again among the broken fragments of the ice, but on rising to 
the surface, he missed the direction of the hole, and rose under 
the solid ice, in which situation he was soon after discovered, 
but before he could be relieved, the vital flame had exp/red.
It matters not how humble may have been the individual, 
nor how deep “a color an African sun may have burned” 
upon his race: he who at any period of life falls thus nobly a 
sacrifice to his heroic virtue, deserves the eulogy of the living, 
and rests distinguished among the honored dead.
Suppression of Lotteries in Virginia.—A hill for the sup­
pression of lotteries in that State is now before the Legisla­
ture of Virginia. The measure is one of such palpable ex­
cellence, that the Richmond Compiler is “only astonished 
that it should be reserved for the legislature of 1833, to have 
the honor of introducing the policy in Virginia.” The Com­
piler observes that the lottery system was abolished in England 
eight years ago. It was abolished last year in Pennsylvania ; 
it is about to be abolished in Virginia. What does Maryland 
say ?—Baltimore Pat,
A highly important and interesting discussion has been go­
ing on at the last three meetings of the London Medical So­
ciety. Dr. Tytler, a gentleman long resident in India, who 
has just returned to this country, alleges, upon the ground of 
long experience and a most active investigation of facts con­
nected with the progress of the disease in that country, that 
cholera was produced in its awful violence, in 1817, by the 
consumption of the rice the growth of that year, which had 
become deleterious from being harvested before it was ripe, 
and from the prevailing scarcity having caused the worst kinds 
to be consumed. The previous opening of the trade with 
India having caused a demand among the free traders for the 
cheapest article, a quantity of this rice is traced to Cadiz, 
where the dreadful pestilence of 1819 followed its use, and 
swept away the Spanish army assembled for the invasion of 
South America. Since that period, Dr. Tytler affirms that a 
similar kind of poisonous rice has found its way to the differ­
ent countries in Europe, and that its consumption has produc­
ed the diseases which have scourged all countries alike. In 
the course of the discussion Dr. Tytler stated that the poison­
ous rice is now commonly exposed in the shops of London at 
three half pence per pound, and laid before the Society some 
samples of what he had found.—Nat. Gaz,
A new kind of soap has been discovered, which, if truly 
described by the discoverers, must be an efficacious cleanser, as 
in washing linens “it saves two-thirds of the labor, two-thirds 
of the time, two-thirds of the fuel, and two-thirds of board 
and wages.”
A London Magazine contains the following paragraph trans­
lated from the Revue Medicate.
“When all other means fail in arresting haemorrage, a little 
oil of tobacco has immediately succeeded. That which collects 
in the stem of pipes which have been long smoked will answer 
perfectly. The discovery was made by Humel, a chemist at 
Berlin, and his mixture is eight ounces of distilled water, two 
drachms of oil of tobacco, and a few di ops of ethereal animal 
oil. This has been found so effectual, that by a recent decree 
of the Minister of the Interior at Munich, all apothecaries are 
ordered to keep it prepared.
It has leaked out that Mr. Hall of the Commercial Adver­
tiser, sent to the debtor’s prison New-Y’ork on Thanksgiving 
day, a bountiful supply of turkeys, gease and other good 
things, “sufficient to last the prisoners for a week.” It was 
a charitable act.—^Newark Daily.
We learn, says the New-Haven Intelligencer, that the Rev. 
Mr. Finney of New-York, is about to embark on a voyage to 
the Pacific ocean for the recovery of his health. He will visit 
the missionary stations at the Sandwich and Society Islands, 
and other places in that quarter of the globe, and perhaps re­
turn by way of China, llindoostan, and the Cape of Good 
Hope. The health of Mr. F. has been declining for a year 
past, so as greatly to impair his usefulness.
Mr. Hinckston has been elected Secretary of State in place 
of Mr. Kirby the late incumbent.
A Curiosity.—In the Cabinet of the Western Reserve Col­
lege is an old wrougbt-iron horseman’s spur, said to have been 
found by lead-miners on the banks of the Missouri, 15 feet 
below the surface. It is nine inches long—the stem from the 
bow to the end of the burr, 5 inches—the burr 4-J inches in 
diameter—the whole weight one pound. The workmanship 
shows a high state of the arts. It has been shrewdly suggest­
ed that this is the spur, which the Indian used who, as tradi­
tion says, rode the last of the mammoths across the big bone 
lick and was never heard of afterwards.—Spirit of the Age.
Judge Daggett, Chief Justice of the State of Connecticut, 
lately stated that he had presided at the trial of ten men for 
capital offences, and that eight out of the ten had committed 
the erime uuder the immediate influence of spirituous liquor,
Boston Rteorsitr.
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two days we reached our former position, and from the moun- j 
tain we had the satisfaction of seeing clear water across Prince . 
Regent’s Inlet, which we crossed on the 17th, and took shel- | 
ter from a storm twelve miles to the eastward of Cape Y’ork. | 
The next day when the gale abated, we crossed Admiralty In- I 
let, and were detained six days on the coast by a strong N. E. 
wind. On the 25th we crossed Navy Board Inlet, and on the i 
following morning, to our inexpressible joy, we descried a ship 
in the offing, becalmed, which proved to be the Isabella, of 
Hull, the same ship which I commanded in 1818. At noon 
we reached her, when her enterprising commander, who had 
in vain searched for us in Prince Regent’s Inlet, after giving 
us three cheers, received us with every demonstration ot kind­
ness and hospitality which humanity could dictate. I ought 
to mention also that Mr. Humphreys, by landing me at Pos­
session Bay, and subsequently on the West coast of Baffin s 
Bay, afforded me an excellent opportunity of concluding my 
1 surveys and of verifying my former chart of that coast.
I now have the pleasiug duty of calling the attention of their 
lordships to the merit of Commander Ross, who was second 
in the expedition. The labors of this officer, who had the de ­
partments of astronomy, natural history and surveying, will 
speak for themselves in language beyond the ability of my pen; 
but they will be duly appreciated by their lordships, and the 
learned bodies of which he is a member, and who are already 
well acquainted with his acquirements.
Aly steady and faithful friend, Air. William Thom, of the 
Royal Navy, who was formerly with me in the Isabella, besides 
bis duty, as third in command, took charge of the meteorolo­
gical journal, the distribution and economy of provisions; and 
to his judicious plans and suggestions must be attributed the 
uncommon degree of health which our crew enjoyed; and as 
two out of the three who died in the four years and a half were 
cut off early in the voyage, by diseases not peculiar to the cli­
mate, only one man can be said to have perished. Mr. M’~ 
Diarmid the surgeon, who had been, several voyages to these 
regions, did justice to the high recommendation 1 had received 
of him: be was useful in'eveiy amputation and operation 
which he performed, and wonderfully so in his treatment of 
the sick; and I have no hesitation in adding, that he would be 
an ornament to his Majesty’s service.
Commander Ross, Mr. Thom and myself, have indeed, been 
serving without pay; but, in common with the crew, have 
lost our all, which I regret the more, because it puts it totally 
out of my power adequately to remunerate my fellow sufferers, 
whose case I cannot but recommend for their lordships’ con­
sideration. We have, however, the consolation that the results 
of this expedition have been conclusive, and to science highly 
important, and may be briefly comprehended in the following 
words:—The discov ery of the Gulf of Boothia, the continent 
and isthmus of Boothia Felix, and a vast number of Islands, 
rivers, and lakes; the undeniable establishment that the north­
east point of America extends to the 71-th degree of north lat­
itude; valuable observations of every kind, but particularly on 
the magnet; and to crown all, have had the honor of placing 
the illustrious name of our Most Gracious Sovereign William 
IV. on the true position of the magnetic pole.
1 cannot conclude this letter, Sir, without acknowledging 
the important advantages we obtained from the valuable pub­
lications of Sir Edward Parry, and Sir John Franklin, and 
the communications kindly made to us by those distinguished 
officers before our departure for England. But the glory of 
this enterprise is entirely due to Him whose divine favor was es­
pecially manifested towards us, who guided and directed all our 
steps; who mercifully provided, in what we had deemed a ca­
lamity, Ilis effectual means of our preservation; and who, 
even after the devices and inventions of man had failed, crown- ! 
ed our humble endeavors with complete success.
I have, Ike.
JOHN ROSS, Captain IL N.
To Captain, the Hon. George Elliot, &c.
Secretary, Admiralty.
Tiie Mother of Baron Cuvier.—In Mrs. Lee’s memoirs 
of this eminent naturalist, is the subjoined testimony to the in- | 
fluence and care of his mother.
The cares of this excellent mother, during the extreme deli­
cacy of his health, left an impression on M. Cuvier which was 
never effaced, even in his latest years, and amid the absorbing 
occupations of his active life. He cherished every circumstance 
connected with her memory; he loved to recall her kind­
nesses, and to dwell upon objects, however trifling, which re­
minded him of her. Among other things, he delighted in be­
ing surrounded by the flowers she had preferred, and whoever 
placed a boquet ot red stocks in his study or his room, was 
sure to be rewarded by his most affectionate thanks for bring­
ing him what he called “the favorite flower.” But this well-
judging parent did not confine her cares to his health alone; 
she devoted herself equally to the formation of his mind, and 
was another proof of the influence that a mother’s early atten- 
; tions frequently shed over the future career of her son. She 
guided him in his religious duties, taught him to read fluent­
ly at the age of four years, took him every morning to an ele­
mentary school, and although herself ignorant of Latin, so scru­
pulously made him repeat his lessons to her, that he was al­
ways better prepared with his tasks than any other boy at the 
I school. She made him draw under lier own inspection; and 
by constantly furnishing him with the best works on history 
and general literature, nurtured that passion for reading, that 
ardent desire for knowledge, which became the principal spring 
of his intellectual existence.
Charles XII. of Sweden—He carried all the virtues of a 
hero to excess, so as to make them as culpable as the opposite 
vices. But Icy his contempt of danger, and his ardent pur­
suit of glory, he cannot fail to command the admiration of 
mankind. When his horse was killed under him at the battle 
ot Narva, he leaped nimbly upon a fresh one, saying jocosely, 
‘these people keep me in exercise.’
POETltY.
From the Churchman.
THE DEPARTED.
“ Ah me! where rove* my fancy! what kind dreams 
Crowd with sweet violence on my waking mind !
Perhaps illusions all! • * *
* * * * * * Perhaps they sing
To some new golden harp the almighty d-eds,
The names, the honors of their Saviour lion,
Hl> cross, his grave, his victory and his crowu:
0 could 1 lmilate th’ exalted notes,
And mortal ears could bear them!---- —” ” att,~
The sun to his ocean rest has pass’d,
The gleatniugs of twilight are fading fast,
And the stars shine out from the eastern sky,
And the soft breeze of oven is murmuring by;
And thoughts of hopes ot fond affection lied 
Mingle with thoughts of the absent and dead.
Spirits of the departed! where are ye?
Are ye watching as guardians around me?
Or hymn ye with seraphs your Saviour’s love?
Have ye your home with the holy above?
Do ye reign with the “perfect just” on high?
Da ye taste of pleasures that cannot die?
Are ye free from grief? Are ye free from tears?
Are ye free from sin? Are ye free from fears?
Is your portion of bliss without alloy?
Is your home in the heavens? Is God your joy?
Or say, if ye are allow’d to declare 
The wonders of light that circle you there.
Ye are silent! *T it well, Ye should not tell 
Of the glorious mansions where now ye dwell.
We are children of earth. We cannot know 
Of the “livers of Goo” that round you How.
Our senses are weak, they cannot ascend 
. To the temple of light in which ye bend.
No! eye hath not seen, heart cannot conceive 
Ot the “crown laid up” for the just who believe. 
l»ut O! in the great and terrible day,
When the sun and the stars shall pass away,
When the throne is set, and the trumpet’s sound 
Shall summon the nations of earth around,
And the righteous receive their bright reward,
And joy in the love of their gracious Loan,
May I enter with you the promised “rest,”
The Sabbath of heaven, the home of the blest.
Rest ye, beloved ones, in your low damp bed!
Sleep on in your silence, yc faithful dead!
S. D. L.
MISCELLANY.
The Arctic Expedition.—Concluded.
This autumn wc succeeded in getting the vessel only 14 
miles to the northward, as we had not doubled the Eastern 
Cape, all hope of saving the ship was at an end, and put quite 
beyond possibility by another very severe winter: and having 
only provisions to last us to the 1st June, 1833, dispositions 
were accordingly made to leave the ship, in the present port, 
which (after her) was named Victory Harbour. Provisions 
anil fuel being carried forward in the spring, we left the ship 
on the 23th of May, 1332, for Fury lleaeh, being the only 
chance left of saving our lives; owing to the very rugged na­
ture of the ice, we were obliged to keep cither upon or close 
to the land, making the circuit of every bay, thus increasing 
our distance of 200 miles, by nearly one half; audit was not 
until the 1st. of July that we reached the beach, completely ex­
hausted by hunger and fatigue.
A hut was speedily constructed, and the boats, three of which 
had been washed olf the beach, hut providentially driven on 
aliore again, were repaired during thi* .month; and the unus­
ual heavy appearance of the ice afforded us no cheering pros­
pect until the 1st of August, when in three boats we reached 
the ill-fated spot where the Fury was first driven on shore, and it 
was not until the first of September we reached Leopold South 
Island, now established to be the N. E. point of America, in 
latitude 73, 56, and longitude 90 west. From the summit of 
the lofty mountain on the promontory we could see Prince 
Regent’s Inlet, Barrow’s Strait and Lancaster Sound, which 
presented one impenetrable mass of ice, just as I had seen it 
in 1818. Here we remained in a state of anxiety and sus­
pense which may he easier imagined than described. All our 
attempts to push through were vain; at length being forced 
by want of provisions and the approach of a very severe win­
ter, to return to Fury Beach, where alone there remained 
where-with to sustain life, there we arrived on the 7th Octo­
ber, after a most fatiguing and laborious march, having been 
obliged to leave our boats at Batty Bay.
Our habitation, which consisted of a frame of spars, thirty- 
two feet by sixteen feet, covered with canvass, was during 
the mouth of November enclosed, and the roof covered 
with snow, from four to seven feet thick, which being saturated 
with water when the temperature was 15 degrees below zero, 
immediately took the consistency of ice, and thus we actually 
became the inhabitants of an iceberg, during one of the most 
severe winters hitherto recorded; our sufferings, aggravated 
by want of bedding, clothing, and animal food,° need not be 
dwelt upon. Mr. C. Ihomas, the carpenter, was the only 
man who perished at this beach, but three others, besides one 
who had lost his foot, were reduced to the last sta<re of debili­
ty, and only twelve out of our number were able to carry pro­
visions in seven journeys of 62 miles each to Batty Bay.
Ve left I' ury Beach on the 8th of July, carrying with us 
three sick men, who were unable to walk, and in six days we 
reached the boats, where the sick daily recovered. Although 
the spring was mild, it was not until the I5th of August, that 
re had any cheering prospect. A gale from the westward 
paving suddenly opened a lane of water along the shore, in
As he was dictating a letter to his Secretary, a bomb fell 
through into the roof of the next room in the bouse where they 
were sitting. The terrified secretary let the pen drop from 
his hand. ‘What is the matter?* said Charles calmly. The 
Secretary replied, ‘Ah, sir, the bomb!’ ‘But what has the 
bomb to do with what I am dictai.ng to you? go on.*
A peasant threw himself at his feet with a complaint ag­
ainst one of his grenadiers, who had robbed him and his fami­
ly of their dinner. ‘Is it true,’ said Charles sternly to the 
grenadier,‘that you have robbed this man?’ The soldier re­
plied ‘Sir, I have not done so much harm to this man as your 
majesty’ has done to his master : for you have taken from Au­
gustus a kingdom, but I have only taken from this peasant a 
dinner.’ Charles made the peasant amends; and he pardoned 
the grenadier for his bold remonstrance, saying, ‘my friend, 
you will do well to recollect, that if I took Poland from Au­
gustus 1 did not take it for myself.’
Members of Congress.—The oldest member of the present 
Congress, (by which we mean Congressional age, reckoned 
from the time of his first entrance into Congress) is Mr. Ad- 
ants, who entered the Senate in 1803. The next oldest is Mr. 
Clay, who entered the same body’ in 1806. The next is Col. 
Johnson, of Kentucky, and Air. Poindexter, Senator of Mis­
sissippi, who entered the House, (the latter as delegate from 
the territory of Alississippi), in 1807. Air. Dailies, our own 
representative, took his seat in the House in 1809; but the 
House decided that the election was void, and he consequent­
ly lost his seat till 1813 when he was again returned. In 
lttll, Bibb of Kentucky entered the Senate; Calhoun, Grun­
dy of Tennessee, Kent of Maryland, and Air. King, (then of 
North Carolina, now of Alabama,) entered the House. The 
last five are all now members of the Senate. In 1813, Mr. 
Webster, (then of New Hampshire,) Reed of this State, and 
Forsyth of Georgia, entered the House. Air. Webster and 
Mr. Forsy th are now in the Senate; and Air. Reed in the 
House. In 1815, Col. Williams of North Carolina, Wilde 
of Georgia, and Hardin of Kentucky, entered the House; 
and in 1816, Hendricks of Indiana, and Tyler of Virginia. 
The last two are now in the Senate, the other three in the 
House. In 1817, Air. Silsbee of this State, (now in the Sen­
ate,) Gen, Mercer of Virginia, and Hall of North Carolina, 
entered the House; and in 1819, Tomlinson, now of the Sen­
ate, Foot of Connecticut, and Camhrcleng of New York.
The above twenty-four are the only members of the present 
Congress, who were members before the year 1820. But 
three only of these have been members nninteruptedly since 
their first entrance: these are Col. Williams of N. C., Mercer 
of Virginia, and Camhrcleng of N. Y. The first of these, 
Col. Williams, is the oldest continuous member; and there­
fore has the appellation of father of the House.
Taunton Gazette.
A Set-Down for Cigar Smoa-ers—M’Nish in his Anat­
omy of Drunkenness, has the following good remark:—“At 
the present moment smoking is fashionable, and crowds of 
young men are t# be seen at all hours walking the streets with 
cigars in their mouths, annoying the passengers. They seem 
to consider it to be manly to be able to smoke a certain num­
ber, without reflecting that there is scarcely an old woman in 
the country, who would not beat them to nothing with their 
own weapons, and they would gain no sort of honor, were they 
able to outsmokc all the burgomasters in Amsterdam. As the 
practice, however, seems more resorted to by these young gen­
tlemen, for the sake of effect, and of exhibiting a little of the 
haut ton, than for any one thing else, it is likely soon to die a 
natural death among them, particularly as jockeys and porters 
have lately taken the field in the same way, being determined 
that no class of the community shall enjoy the exclusive m»- 
nopoly of street smoking.”
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